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At Home in the World
The compelling story of a beautiful and versatile South Indian dance form

At Home in This World
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New York Times bestselling author of Labor Day With a New Preface When it was first published in
1998, At Home in the World set off a furor in the literary world and beyond. Joyce Maynard's memoir
broke a silence concerning her relationship—at age eighteen—with J.D. Salinger, the famously reclusive
author of The Catcher in the Rye, then age fifty-three, who had read a story she wrote for The New York
Times in her freshman year of college and sent her a letter that changed her life. Reviewers called her
book "shameless" and "powerful" and its author was simultaneously reviled and cheered. With what
some have viewed as shocking honesty, Maynard explores her coming of age in an alcoholic family, her
mother's dream to mold her into a writer, her self-imposed exile from the world of her peers when she
left Yale to live with Salinger, and her struggle to reclaim her sense of self in the crushing aftermath of
his dismissal of her not long after her nineteenth birthday. A quarter of a century later—having become a
writer, survived the end of her marriage and the deaths of her parents, and with an eighteen-year-old
daughter of her own—Maynard pays a visit to the man who broke her heart. The story she tells—of the girl
she was and the woman she became—is at once devastating, inspiring, and triumphant.

Drawdown
The concept of global cultures such as postcolonial, hybrid, nationalism, and cosmopolitanism are
common. This book aims to expose the drama played out under the guise of globalism and to present a
critique of cosomopolitanism, while exploring forces acting against globalism.

At Home in the World
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During the years spanning the late Qing dynasty and the early Republican era, the status of Chinese
women changed in both subtle and decisive ways. As domestic seclusion ceased to be a sign of virtue,
new opportunities emerged for a variety of women. Much scholarly attention has been given to the rise
of the modern, independent “new women” during this period. However, far less is known about the
stories of married nonprofessional women without modern educations and their public activities. In At
Home in the World, Xia Shi unearths the history of how these women moved out of their sequestered
domestic life; engaged in charitable, philanthropic, and religious activities; and repositioned themselves
as effective public actors in urban Chinese society. Investigating the lives of individual women as well
as organizations such as the YWCA and the Daoyuan, she shows how her protagonists built on the past
rather than repudiating it, drawing on broader networks of family, marriage, and friendship and
reconfiguring existing beliefs into essential components of modern Chinese gender roles. The book
stresses the collective forms of agency these women exercised in their endeavors, highlighting the
significance of charitable and philanthropic work as political, social, and civic engagement. Shi also
analyzes how men—alive, dead, or absent—both empowered and constrained women’s public ventures.
She offers a new perspective on how the public, private, and domestic realms were being remade and
rethought in early twentieth-century China, in particular, how the women navigated these developing
spheres. At Home in the World sheds new light on how women exerted their influence beyond the home
and expands the field of Chinese women’s history.

Out of This World
Gulammohammed Sheikh has played a pioneering role in contemporary Indian art's engagement with
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hybridity. At Home in the World presents the first comprehensive study of the art and life of this seminal
figure, bringing together aspects of biographical discussion alongside other modes of art historical
analysis.

At Home in the World
An encyclopedia designed especially to meet the needs of elementary, junior high, and high school
students.

Being at Home in the World
The emotional separation of boys from their mothers in early childhood enables them to connect with
their fathers and their fathers' world. But this separation also produces a melancholic reaction of sadness
and sense of loss. Certain religious sensibilities develop out of this melancholic reaction, including a
sense of honor, a sense of hope, and a sense of humor. Realizing that they cannot return to their original
maternal environment, men, whether knowingly or not, embark on a lifelong search for a sense of being
at home in the world. At Home in the World focuses on works of art as a means to explore the formation
and continuing expression of men's melancholy selves and their religious sensibilities. These
explorations include such topics as male viewers' mixed feelings toward the maternal figure, physical
settings that offer alternatives to the maternal environment, and the maternal resonances of the world of
nature. By presenting images of the natural world as the locus of peace and contentment, At Home in the
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World especially reflects of the religious sensibility of hope.

Notes from a Blue Bike
The compelling story of a beautiful and versatile South Indian dance form

The War of the Worlds
Outlines numerous activities and ideas to raise children with an awareness of an increasingly globalized
world, from learning simple phrases in a variety of languages to appreciating the holiday traditions of
other cultures.

At Home in the World
As Tsh Oxenreider, author of Notes From a Blue Bike, chronicles her family’s adventure around the
world—seeing, smelling, and tasting the widely varying cultures along the way—she discovers what it
truly means to be at home. The wide world is calling. Americans Tsh and Kyle met and married in
Kosovo. They lived as expats for most of a decade. They’ve been back in the States—now with three kids
under ten—for four years, and while home is nice, they are filled with wanderlust and long to answer the
call. Why not? The kids are all old enough to carry their own backpacks but still young enough to be
uprooted, so a trip—a nine-months-long trip—is planned. At Home in the World follows their journey
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from China to New Zealand, Ethiopia to England, and more. They traverse bumpy roads, stand in awe
before a waterfall that feels like the edge of the earth, and chase each other through three-foot-wide
passageways in Venice. And all the while Tsh grapples with the concept of home, as she learns what it
means to be lost—yet at home—in the world. “In this candid, funny, thought-provoking account, Tsh
shows that it’s possible to combine a love for adventure with a love for home.” —Gretchen Rubin, New
York Times bestselling author of The Happiness Project and Better Than Before

Don't Try This at Home
In this raucous new anthology, thirty of the world's greatest chefs relate outrageous true tales from their
kitchens. From hiring a blind line cook to butting heads with a crazed chef to witnessing security guards
attacking hungry customers, these behind-the-scenes accounts are as wildly entertaining as they are
revealing. A delicious reminder that even the chefs we most admire aren't always perfect, Don't Try This
at Home is a must-have for anyone who loves food - or the men and women who masterfully prepare it.

Home Sweet Anywhere
To be at home in the world is an expression of attachment observed in all living beings and the
specifically human need to create a world of shared meaningful experiences. Differing from the older
forms of homesickness, homelessness in our times is not just about loss of a particular place, but can be
more diffuse, and many don't know why they feel uprooted, unconnected, or incapable of deeper
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attachment to anybody or anything. In contemporary culture, home has been re-evaluated within an
individual and collective context. It has been understood in both its psychological and sociological
dimensions as a continuous process of encounter, assessment, and evaluation of the old in terms of the
new. The theme can appear in the To be at home in the world is an expression of attachment observed in
all living beings and the specifically human need to create a world of shared meaningful experiences.
Differing from the older forms of homesickness, homelessness in our times is not just about loss of a
particular place, but can be more diffuse, and many don't know why they feel uprooted, unconnected, or
incapable of deeper attachment to anybody or anything. In contemporary culture, home has been reevaluated within an individual and collective context. It has been understood in both its psychological
and sociological dimensions as a continuous process of encounter, assessment, and evaluation of the old
in terms of the new. The theme can appear in the analytic space, as with dreams and transference, and a
working through of its meaning can further a process-oriented way of finding home that protects the
local, familiar, and traditional within the context of psychological and cultural innovation.

Oasis
Out of her long experience as a spiritual director, mentor, and teacher, Margaret Guenther offers a warm
and sensible guide for "the rest of us" -- singles, couples, parents, extended families, members of
churches -- to create a helpful and balanced rule

At Home in the World
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This volume brings together an interdisciplinary group of scholars from the United States, the Middle
East, and North Africa, to discuss and critically analyze the intersection of gender and human rights laws
as applied to individuals of Arab descent. It seeks to raise consciousness at the intersection of gender,
identity, and human rights as it relates to Arabs at home and throughout the diaspora. The context of
revolution and the destabilizing impact of armed conflicts in the region are used to critique and examine
the utility of human rights law to address contemporary human rights issues through extralegal
strategies. To this end, the volume seeks to inform, educate, persuade, and facilitate newer or less-heard
perspectives related to gender and masculinities theories. It provides readers with new ways of
understanding gender and human rights and proposes forward-looking solutions to implementing human
rights norms. The goal of this book is to use the context of Arabs at home and throughout the diaspora to
critique and examine the utility of human rights norms and laws to diminish human suffering with the
goal of transforming the structural, social, and cultural conditions that impede access to human rights.
This book will be of interest to a diverse audience of scholars, students, public policy researchers,
lawyers and the educated public interested in the fields of human rights law, international studies, gender
politics, migration and diaspora, and Middle East and North African politics.

At Home in the World
At Home in the World
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• New York Times bestseller • The 100 most substantive solutions to reverse global warming, based on
meticulous research by leading scientists and policymakers around the world “At this point in time, the
Drawdown book is exactly what is needed; a credible, conservative solution-by-solution narrative that
we can do it. Reading it is an effective inoculation against the widespread perception of doom that
humanity cannot and will not solve the climate crisis. Reported by-effects include increased
determination and a sense of grounded hope.” —Per Espen Stoknes, Author, What We Think About
When We Try Not To Think About Global Warming “There’s been no real way for ordinary people to
get an understanding of what they can do and what impact it can have. There remains no single,
comprehensive, reliable compendium of carbon-reduction solutions across sectors. At least until now. . .
. The public is hungry for this kind of practical wisdom.” —David Roberts, Vox “This is the ideal
environmental sciences textbook—only it is too interesting and inspiring to be called a textbook.” —Peter
Kareiva, Director of the Institute of the Environment and Sustainability, UCLA In the face of
widespread fear and apathy, an international coalition of researchers, professionals, and scientists have
come together to offer a set of realistic and bold solutions to climate change. One hundred techniques
and practices are described here—some are well known; some you may have never heard of. They range
from clean energy to educating girls in lower-income countries to land use practices that pull carbon out
of the air. The solutions exist, are economically viable, and communities throughout the world are
currently enacting them with skill and determination. If deployed collectively on a global scale over the
next thirty years, they represent a credible path forward, not just to slow the earth’s warming but to
reach drawdown, that point in time when greenhouse gases in the atmosphere peak and begin to decline.
These measures promise cascading benefits to human health, security, prosperity, and well-being—giving
us every reason to see this planetary crisis as an opportunity to create a just and livable world.
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Ruth
"Followers and newcomers to Nhat Hanh’s teaching alike will find this collection inspiring for everyday
practice and for social engagement in the world."—Publishers Weekly This collection of autobiographical
and teaching stories from peace activist and Zen Master Thich Nhat Hanh is thought provoking,
inspiring, and enjoyable to read. Collected here for the first time, these stories span the author’s life.
There are stories from Thich Nhat Hanh’s childhood and the traditions of rural Vietnam. There are
stories from his years as a teenaged novice, as a young teacher and writer in war torn Vietnam, and of
his travels around the world to teach mindfulness, make pilgrimages to sacred sites, and influence world
leaders. The tradition of teaching the Dharma through stories goes back at least to the time of the
Buddha. Like the Buddha, Thich Nhat Hanh uses story–telling to engage people’s interest so he can
share important teachings, insights, and life lessons.

The World Book Encyclopedia
In this brilliantly poetic 1916 novel, an idealistic Bengali husband encourages his tradition-minded wife
to venture out into the world, leading to her political awakening and attraction to a charismatic leader.

At Home in the World
"This terrific book gives hope to everyone who desires the fun and freedom of dropping everything and
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hitting the road to foreign ports."—Jeri Sedlar, co-author of Don't Retire, REWIRE! The Sell-YourHouse, See-the-World Life! Reunited after thirty-five years and wrestling a serious case of wanderlust,
Lynne and Tim Martin decided to sell their house and possessions and live abroad full-time. They've
never looked back. With just two suitcases, two computers, and each other, the Martins embark on a
global adventure, taking readers from sky-high pyramids in Mexico to Turkish bazaars to learning the
contact sport of Italian grocery shopping. But even as they embrace their new home-free lifestyle, the
Martins grapple with its challenges, including hilarious language barriers, finding financial stability, and
missing the family they left behind. Together, they learn how to live a life—and love—without borders.
From glittering Georgian mansions in Ireland to the windswept coasts of Portugal, this euphoric,
inspiring memoir is more than a tale of second chances. Home Sweet Anywhere is a road map for
anyone who dreams of turning the idea of life abroad into a reality.

At Home in the World
From Michael Cunningham, the Pulitzer Prize-winning author of The Hours, comes this widely praised
novel of two boyhood friends: Jonathan, lonely, introspective, and unsure of himself; and Bobby, hip,
dark, and inarticulate. In New York after college, Bobby moves in with Jonathan and his roommate,
Clare, a veteran of the city's erotic wars. Bobby and Clare fall in love, scuttling the plans of Jonathan,
who is gay, to father Clare's child. Then, when Clare and Bobby have a baby, the three move to a small
house upstate to raise "their" child together and, with an odd friend, Alice, create a new kind of family.
A Home at the End of the World masterfully depicts the charged, fragile relationships of urban life
today.
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At Home in the World
Welcome to the desert. Welcome home. This visually stunning tour of the world's most amazing desert
homes will inspire “desert vibes” wherever you are. Creatives are drawn in by the extreme landscapes
and limited resources of the desert; in fact, they’re inspired by them, and the homes they’ve built here
prove it. From renovated Airstreams to sprawling, modern stucco, desert has become the new
beachfront. In Oasis, artist iO Tillett Wright captures the best of this specific culture that emphasizes
living simply, beautifully, and in connection with the earth. He highlights the homes that define this
desert mindset, featuring the classics like Georgia O'Keefe's in Abiquiu, New Mexico, alongside more
modern homes such as Michael Barnard’s Solar House in Marfa, Texas. Casey Dunn’s stunning
photography will transport you to these relaxing refuges where you'll learn what elements create the
balance of intentionality, ease, style, and function that these homes exude.

Arabs at Home and in the World
From a lively, well-traveled woman comes this collection of personal tales, which includes a glimpse
into our planetas inexhaustible treasures as well as examples of human interaction. Dorothy S. Conlon
takes us on a fascinating journey to exotic destinationsafrom Bolivia to Bhutan, from Tanzania to
Thailand, and beyond. Her global adventuresasome daunting, some idyllic, some humorousapromise to
intrigue the seasoned traveler and encourage the hesitant novice. Her zest for new sights and her
enthusiasm for getting to know people of other cultures make this an engaging book that just might
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inspire you to go journeying, too.

At Home in the World
Explores how Darwin’s theory of human nature can inform educational philosophy.

At Home in the World
A roof, a door, some windows, a floor. All houses have them, but not all houses are alike. Some have
wings (airplane homes), some have wheels (Romany vardoes), some float; some are made of straw,
some of snow and ice. Some are enormous, some are tiny; some are permanent and some are temporary.
But all are home. Take Shelter explores the way people live all over the world and beyond—from the
Arctic to the Antarctic, from an underground house in Las Vegas to the International Space Station.
Everywhere people live, they adapt to their surroundings and create unique environments, using
innovative techniques to provide that most basic of needs: shelter.

The world at home; or, Pictures and scenes from far-off lands, by M. and E. Kirby
This volume of 22 essays spans a wide trajectory, foregrounding the texts of Tagore and Tagore as text.
The Tagorean spirit that makes the bard so relevant in the 21st century forms the basis of this
compilation. Tagore's travels to various parts of the world, his reception and response to diverse
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cultures, his scepticism about the rigid parameters of nationalism all establish the perception that Tagore
was remarkably at home in the world. Tagore's concern was with life, play and contingency-with the
momentary as well as the eternal. It is this strain of unacknowledged modernism and life-affirming
vision that make his work powerful. A believer in freedom of the individual, creative freedom and
freedom of all, his words are as pertinent in today's context as they were in his time. This volume
analyses how the constrictions of the specificities of place, location and geographies have always been
interrogated by Tagore for whom space was a defining trope. With contributions from some leading
Tagore experts both from India and abroad, this volume enables us to re-read Tagore as a messenger of
world harmony and peace.

At Home in the World
Wall Street Journal reporter Daniel Pearl became the focus of international concern when he was
kidnapped by Islamic extremists in Pakistan while investigating a story. News of his brutal murder in
February 2002 was universally denounced, a tragic loss of a good man and a compassionate journalist
who was at home anywhere in the world. At Home in the World celebrates Pearl's life through 50 of his
best stories. Edited by his longtime friend and colleague, Helene Cooper, At Home in the World gives
testimony to Mr. Pearl's extraordinary skill as a writer and to his talent for friendship and collaboration.
With datelines from the United States and abroad, the articles showcase a dogged reporter who never
lost sight of the humanity behind the news. A foreword by his widow, Mariane Pearl, and a contribution
by his father, Judea Pearl, celebrate his desire to change the world, his basic decency and fairmindedness and his sense of fun and love of family. Mr. Pearl's eye for quirky stories -- many of which
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appeared in the Journal's iconic "middle column" -- and his skill in tracking leads, uncovering
wrongdoing and making friends of strangers of all backgrounds and cultures are apparent throughout
this carefully assembled collection. The selections range from child beauty pageants in the South to the
making of the world's largest Persian rug to the Taliban's exploitation of a gemstone market in order to
fund terrorism. Anecdotes from friends and colleagues in the introduction to each section provide
background, context and a glimpse of his life at the Journal. At Home in the World keeps alive Daniel
Pearl's spirit through his words and the work that was so important to him.

At Home in the World
New York Times bestselling author of Labor Day With a New Preface When it was first published in
1998, At Home in the World set off a furor in the literary world and beyond. Joyce Maynard's memoir
broke a silence concerning her relationship—at age eighteen—with J.D. Salinger, the famously reclusive
author of The Catcher in the Rye, then age fifty-three, who had read a story she wrote for The New York
Times in her freshman year of college and sent her a letter that changed her life. Reviewers called her
book "shameless" and "powerful" and its author was simultaneously reviled and cheered. With what
some have viewed as shocking honesty, Maynard explores her coming of age in an alcoholic family, her
mother's dream to mold her into a writer, her self-imposed exile from the world of her peers when she
left Yale to live with Salinger, and her struggle to reclaim her sense of self in the crushing aftermath of
his dismissal of her not long after her nineteenth birthday. A quarter of a century later—having become a
writer, survived the end of her marriage and the deaths of her parents, and with an eighteen-year-old
daughter of her own—Maynard pays a visit to the man who broke her heart. The story she tells—of the girl
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she was and the woman she became—is at once devastating, inspiring, and triumphant.

Tagore-At Home in the World
Life is chaotic. But we can choose to live it differently. It doesn’t always feel like it, but we do have the
freedom to creatively change the everyday little things in our lives so that our path better aligns with our
values and passions. The popular blogger and founder of the internationally recognized Simple Mom
online community tells the story of her family’s ongoing quest to live more simply, fully, and
intentionally. Part memoir, part travelogue, part practical guide, Notes from a Blue Bike takes you from
a hillside in Kosovo to a Turkish high-rise to the congested city of Austin to a small town in Oregon. It
chronicles schooling quandaries and dinnertime dilemmas, as well as entrepreneurial adventures and
family excursions via plane, train, automobile, and blue cruiser bike. Entertaining and compelling—but
never shrill or dogmatic—Notes from a Blue Bike invites you to climb on your own bike, pay attention to
who you are and what your family needs, and make some important choices. It’s a risky ride, but it’s
worth it—living your life according to who you really are simply takes a little intention. It’s never too
late.

Take Shelter
We all make decisions about the direction our lives will take based on our circumstances and embrace
the leadership demands our lives place on us. We all share a vision of leading a life in safety and
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creating a better life for those we love. The refugee stories you may hear on social media or on broadcast
channels are typical stories, often leaving out the heartbreaking, unique stories of the atrocities these
people have actually faced. And yet refugees are not so different from those of us who haven t been
forced to leave our native homes. As a four-time refugee, change and adaptation has become a way of
life for Laetitia Mizero Hellerud. Having to adapt to this way of thinking since childhood, she learned to
rely on her own decisions and, at the same time, accept the love and help of others to survive. In Being
at Home in the World, Laetitia shares what she has learned about adaptation about finding your home in
the midst of chaos and struggle. It starts with an open mind and an open heart. Every day, you have an
opportunity to lead and to be who you want to be and to choose the life you want to live, no matter what
your circumstances are. Leadership is not just for those in the public eye. Before you can make good
decisions, you need to know what's important to you. You must experience the outcomes resulting from
your decisions before you can understand that you control your own happiness.

At Home in the World
A nine-year-old girl describes what she knows of her adoption from China.

At Home in the World
Now in paperback Ours is an era of uprootedness, with fewer and fewer people living out their lives
where they are born. At such a time, in such a world, what does it mean to be "at home?" Perhaps among
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a nomadic people, for whom dwelling is not synonymous with being housed and settled, the search for
an answer to this question might lead to a new way of thinking about home and homelessness, exile and
belonging. First published by Duke University Press in 1995, At Home in the World is the story of just
such a search, chronicling Jackson's experience among the Warlpiri of the Tanami Desert in Central
Australia where he lived, worked, and traveled intermittently over three years. Blending narrative
ethnography, empirical research, philosophy, and poetry, Jackson construes the meaning of home
existentially, as a metaphor for the balance people try to strike between the world they call their own and
the world they see as "other." Home is never a stable essence, therefore, but a constantly negotiated
relationship between being closed and open, acting and being acted upon. At once a moving depiction of
an aboriginal culture, and a meditation on the practice of anthropology, At Home in the World is a
timely reflection on how, in defining home, we continue to define ourselves.

At Home in the World
If You Lived Here
"The most remarkable feature of man's future is its flexibility. It is determined by his attitudes rather
than by his acts. The cornerstone on which all things are based is man's concept of himself." - Neville
Goddard, Out of This World This title shows the same intensity of thought and conviction that had made
Neville famous amongst progressive thinkers. Here he explains the power of imagination and offers
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detailed visualization/mediation techniques that are out of this world! Learn what thinking fourth
dimensionally is all about and discover how to change your future and make your desires in the invisible
manifest in this physical realm. In Out of This World we see not only a profound religious feeling, but
also a sense of the dignity and responsibility of human life. Our own feeling about the results of his
experiments as a whole is that they are not just an addition to our existing knowledge, but require a
revolution in our whole way of thinking about the world.

A Home at the End of the World
A bold new literary history that says women's writing is defined less by domestic concerns than by an
engagement with public life In a bold and sweeping reevaluation of the past two centuries of women's
writing, At Home in the World argues that this body of work has been defined less by domestic concerns
than by an active engagement with the most pressing issues of public life: from class and religious
divisions, slavery, warfare, and labor unrest to democracy, tyranny, globalism, and the clash of cultures.
In this new literary history, Maria DiBattista and Deborah Epstein Nord contend that even the most
seemingly traditional works by British, American, and other English-language women writers redefine
the domestic sphere in ways that incorporate the concerns of public life, allowing characters and authors
alike to forge new, emancipatory narratives. The book explores works by a wide range of writers,
including canonical figures such as Jane Austen, Charlotte Brontë, George Eliot, Harriet Jacobs, Edith
Wharton, Virginia Woolf, Willa Cather, Gertrude Stein, and Toni Morrison; neglected or marginalized
writers like Mary Antin, Tess Slesinger, and Martha Gellhorn; and recent and contemporary figures,
including Nadine Gordimer, Anita Desai, Edwidge Danticat, and Jhumpa Lahiri. DiBattista and Nord
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show how these writers dramatize tensions between home and the wider world through recurrent themes
of sailing forth, escape, exploration, dissent, and emigration. Throughout, the book uncovers the
undervalued public concerns of women writers who ventured into ever-wider geographical, cultural, and
political territories, forging new definitions of what it means to create a home in the world. The result is
an enlightening reinterpretation of women's writing from the early nineteenth century to the present day.

At Home in the World
Out of her long experience as a spiritual director, mentor, and teacher, Margaret Guenther offers a warm
and sensible guide for "the rest of us" -- singles, couples, parents, extended families, members of
churches -- to create a helpful and balanced rule

At Home in the World
Fans of social realism will appreciate the surprisingly nuanced and multi-faceted perspective on
Victorian era morals and mores offered in Elizabeth Cleghorn Gaskell's sweeping novel Ruth. The story
follows the fortune of Ruth, an orphan who is tricked into an intimate relationship with an aristocrat who
later abandons her when she is pregnant with his child. Ruth, distraught, struggles with the social
strictures that paint her as an irredeemable sinner. Can she and her child survive? Read Ruth to find out.

Christopher Columbus and the New World of His Discovery
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The concept of global cultures such as postcolonial, hybrid, nationalism, and cosmopolitanism are
common. This book aims to expose the drama played out under the guise of globalism and to present a
critique of cosomopolitanism, while exploring forces acting against globalism.

At Home in the World
When a meteorite lands in Surrey, the locals don't know what to make of it. But as Martians emerge and
begin killing bystanders, it quickly becomes clear—England is under attack. Armed soldiers converge on
the scene to ward off the invaders, but meanwhile, more Martian cylinders land on Earth, bringing
reinforcements. As war breaks out across England, the locals must fight for their lives, but life on Earth
will never be the same. This is an unabridged version of one of the first fictional accounts of
extraterrestrial invasion. H. G. Wells's military science fiction novel was first published in book form in
1898, and is considered a classic of English literature.

The Home and the World
Features intricately detailed, bas-relief collage spreads of dwellings in other world regions and historical
times to explain how different people live and have lived--from a village house in South Africa that tells
the story of its family to a floating green house in the Netherlands. 20,000 first printing.

Growing Up Global
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